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The protection of fi les in the company’s LAN is an 
imperative to ensuring uninterrupted business 
across companies large or small. Utilizing advanced 
ThreatSense® detection technology, ESET File Security 
for Microsoft Windows Server identifi es suspicious 
patterns exhibited by malicious applications, exploits, 
targeted attacks and even yet unknown threats based 
on their malicious behavior.  

The system’s on-access scanner is continuously present 
in computer memory and automatically eliminates 
all attacking malicious code.  To perform a thorough 
scan of all system drives, an on-demand scanner can 
be launched either manually, or on a regular basis, 
using the program’s built-in Scheduler Function. The 
enhanced update mechanism ensures automated real-
time updating of virus signature databases, as well as 
all program components. Engineered for an unobtrusive 
footprint, ESET’s solution for Windows File Server 
protects your company’s critical infrastructure at the 
highest level.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 

Operating System:

Microsoft Windows Server 2000, 2003 (32 & 64 bit), 
2008 (32 & 64 bit), 2008 R2, Microsoft Windows 2000 

Processor Architecture: 

Intel or AMD x86/x64

ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server

WHAT’S NEW – IN 4.3

Advanced Setup Tree Redesigned advanced setup tree for more intuitive navigation.

Automatic Exclusions Critical server fi les are automatically detected and excluded for smooth operation.

Server Optimizations Optimized engine for smooth operation within server environment and smart resource usage for maximum 
performance and uptime.

ESET eShell New command  line interface  provides administrators with advanced automation tools that allow running 
scripts to confi gure or modify security policies or perform immediate actions.

KEY USER BENEFITS

Easy on the System Engineered to be light, ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server consumes only a fraction of system 
resources. It works smoothly and quietly in the background, letting the server e� ectively allocate system 
resources to vital tasks.

Trouble-Free Implementation Ensures quick and smooth installation of ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server.

Time-Tested Performance Rely on the established track record of performance and reliability of ESET, the industry leader with the highest 
overall number of VB100 awards, having received its fi rst one in 1998. The prestigious AV-Comparatives tests 
regularly rank ESET solutions in the Advanced+ category for overall performance and detection capabilities, 
with low false positives.

Comprehensive Reports Stay abreast of company security with detailed and comprehensive security logs, information on the 
protection status and system notifi cations. 

KEY FEATURES

Antivirus Protection ESET File Security for Microsoft Windows Server protects the company server infrastructure against all types of 
computer threats including rootkits, worms, and viruses.

SelfDefense New technology that protects ESET security solutions against unauthorized modifi cation  or de-activation.

E� ective Troubleshooting Resolve various server issues with in-built advanced troubleshooting tools: ESET SysInspector for system 
diagnostics and ESET SysRescue to create a bootable rescue CD.

Support of Remote Administration Across large networks, ESET Remote Administrator (ERA) makes  running  network security a snap. ERA comes 
standard with the Business Edition license.


